Gamma Spectrometry Calibration and Efficiency Corrections
Moving Beyond Physical Standards?
Innovative approaches for improving the quality of gamma spectrometry calibrations, such as
Monte Carlo or efficiency modeling techniques, are becoming increasingly accessible to the
measurements community. Following a brief introduction, three experts in the field, Kara Morris
from Canberra Industries, Ken Embury from Ametek-Ortec, and Simon Jerome from the
National Physical Laboratory, will present methods, approaches, and software available, and
general considerations important for developing calibrations and corrections to measurements
that move beyond the traditional approach of matching the geometry of physical standards to
the samples being measured. They will discuss how these approaches can be defensible
implemented in the laboratory. The workshop will culminate with a panel discussion of QA/QC
needed to assure the quality of such novel approaches to gamma spectrometry calibration.
The workshop will consist of three parts. It will start with a short introduction. This will be
followed by Kara Morris from Canberra, Ken Embury from Ametek-Ortec, and Simon Jerome
from the National Physical Laboratory who will address techniques and software currently
available to perform non-standards-based efficiency corrections. Presentations will consist of
PowerPoint presentations and short demos and examples that elucidate the techniques and
data that provide information on how well they perform. The workshop will close with a panel
discussion about what QA/QC is needed to assure the quality of the techniques presented.
Statement of goals:
To foster a greater understanding of mathematical, modeling, and other techniques for
developing corrections to gamma spectrometry count data that do not rely solely on physical
calibration standards.
To promote discussion about an important topic that has received little attention: What QA/QC is
needed to defensibly apply such corrections that are becoming more and more available to the
community.
Sponsoring Organizations: Ametek-Ortec, Canberra Industries, National Physical
Laboratories, and Quality Radioanalytical Support.
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Laboratories routinely perform High Purity Ge
gamma spectrometry measurements
Various programs and complex matrices
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

¨

Environmental matrices such as water, soil, air,
swipes, vegetation, biota, etc…
Food
Bioassay
Incident response (all of the above and more)
Etc., etc., etc.

The data produced is used for decision making
¡

Must meet data and measurement quality objectives
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The following terms have been used to describe
objectives for measurement quality for samples
§ Precision (uncertainty)

§ Accuracy (bias)

§ Comparability

§ Representativeness

§ Sensitivity

§ Completeness
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Set-up instrument
Determine and establish instrument
performance criteria/limits
Calibrate instrument
¡

¨

Verify calibration

Monitor QC parameters on an ongoing basis
¡

Take action to address changes in performance
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Empirical
¡

¨

Traceable radionuclides homogenously distributed in a source
geometry that closely matches samples to be measured

Computational (We will talk more about these today)
Monte Carlo
¡ Efficiency Transfer
¡

¨

Semi-empirical
¡

Hybrid of empirical and computational calibrations
ú Empirical calibration(s) using a physical reference standard (e.g., water)
ú Corrections applied to account for differences with target geometry (e.g.,
density, composition, shape/fill height, etc., and summing effects_)

ú Factors applied are ratio of measured efficiency and efficiency in

target geometry
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“
Property of the result of a measurement or the
value of a standard whereby it can be related to
stated references, usually national or international
standards, through an unbroken chain of
comparisons all having stated uncertainties
.”
MARLAP, 2004 (after ISO, 1993)
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1.7.1.2 a) The laboratory shall base instrument calibrations on physical
measurement of reference standards as defined in Section 1.7.2.6.c).
These standards shall have general physical characteristics (i.e.,
geometry, density, composition, nuclear decay properties, etc.) that
match as closely as possible those of the samples to which the
calibration will be applied, except as noted in Section 1.7.1.2
d).
…

1.7.2.6 c) The QC program shall establish and maintain provisions for
radionuclide standards.
i) Reference standards shall be obtained from a national metrology
institute (NMI), e.g. NIST in the USA or NPL in Great Britain, or
from suppliers of NMI reference standards. Alternatively,
reference standards may be obtained from an ISO/IEC Guide 34
accredited reference material provider, or an ANSI N42.22 reference
material manufacturer.
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1.7.1.2 d) In some cases, calibration standard characteristics do not
exactly match sample characteristics. The laboratory may use
empirical techniques (e.g., gamma transmission) and/or
computational techniques (e.g., Monte Carlo or efficiency
modeling techniques) to generate corrections that are applied to
calibrations performed with reference standards to account for
minor differences between the physical characteristics of the
calibration standard (i.e., geometry, density, coincidencesumming, etc.) and the samples to which the correction is to be
applied, if:

the laboratory has performed a documented validation of the correction
method or model by physical measurement of reference standards as
defined in Section 1.7.2.6.c). The validation shall span the entire range of
physical characteristics observed in samples to which the correction shall be
applied (i.e., geometry, density, etc.);
ii) the applied correction consistently minimizes measurement bias across the
range of physical characteristics; and the laboratory has estimated and
validated the uncertainty associated with the correction (see Section 1.5.4)
and included it in the uncertainty reported with each associated sample
result.
i)
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1.7.1.4 Calibration Verification
a) Prior to use of an initial calibration for analysis of
samples, the laboratory shall verify the initial instrument
calibration with a reference standard as defined in
Section 1.7.2.6.c. The laboratory shall obtain the standard
from a source or a lot independent of the reference
standard used in the initial calibration, if available. The
calibration verification may take two forms:
Performing a second set of calibration measurements to be
compared to the initial calibration;
ii) Quantifying a set of prepared standards using the initial
calibration.
i)
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¨

Other QCs may include:
¡ Instrument performance measurements
¡ Batch QC parameters
ú Method blank results
ú Duplicates

ú Laboratory Control Sample
ú Matrix spikes (not common for gamma)
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Next !!
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ISOCSTM & LabSOCSTM
Mathematical Efficiency
Calibration Software

Gamma Spectrometry Calibration and Efficiency
Corrections – Moving Beyond Physical Standards?
Innovative approaches for improving the quality of gamma spectrometry calibrations, such as Monte Carlo or
efficiency modeling techniques, are becoming increasingly accessible to the measurements community.
Following a brief introduction, three experts in the field, Kara Morris from Canberra Industries, Ken Embury from
Ametek-Ortec, and Simon Jerome from the National Physical Laboratory, will present methods, approaches, and
software available, and discuss important considerations for developing calibrations and corrections to
measurements that move beyond the traditional approach of matching the geometry of a physical standard to
samples being measured. They will discuss how these approaches can be defensibly implemented in the
laboratory and how they can be used to support and improve upon the estimation of uncertainties of
measurement. The workshop will culminate with a panel discussion of QA/QC needed to assure the quality of
such novel approaches to gamma spectrometry calibration.
Statement of goals:
To foster a greater understanding of mathematical modeling and other techniques for developing corrections to
gamma spectrometry count data that do not rely solely on physical calibration standards.
To promote discussion about an important topic that has received little attention - QA/QC needed to defensibly
apply such corrections they become more and more available to the radioanalytical measurements community.
Workshop structure:
The workshop will consist of three parts. It will start with a short introduction. This will be followed by Kara Morris
from Canberra, Ken Embury from Ametek-Ortec, and Simon Jerome from the National Physical Laboratory that
will address techniques and software currently available to perform non-standards-based efficiency corrections.
The workshop will close with a panel discussion about what QA/QC is needed to assure the quality of the
techniques presented. The presentations will consist of PowerPoint presentations and short demos, and may
include examples that elucidate the techniques and data that provide information on how well they perform.
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Additional Tools for Higher Accuracy
u Relative Activity Concentration
u Complex Beaker Template
u ISOCS Uncertainty Estimator
u Variable Geometry with Genie and Apex-Gamma
u Additional applications

Implementation
u Validation and Verification Documentation
u QA/QC needs
u Benchmarking to existing procedures
u Defining Measurement Uncertainty
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The ISOCS Methodology
1. Highly accurate and defensible ISOCS Characterization
2. Versatile and User-Friendly Geometry Composer
3. ISOCS Efficiency Calibration
“Unbroken Chain
with Stated Uncertainties”
Detector Factory
Characterization

Optional Verification
Measurements (laboratory
geometries only)

ISOCS Source Measurements
on Site (after detector install
and regularly)

Customer QA Program

with NIST traceable
sources, deriving
justifiable systematic
uncertainties

verification with
common lab
geometries

to prove no change
since
characterization
to prove ongoing
detector stability

Detector Characterization Grid
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Geometry Composer
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Conceptual representation -

ISOCS Efficiency Calibration
Software
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Geometry Composer

An ISOCS Geometry Calibration –
From beginning to end

ISOCS/LabSOCS
Sample Efficiency Results
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User-Driven Geometry
Templates
ISOCS
In Situ Object Counting System

LabSOCS: Laboratory Sourceless Calibration Software

21 User Templates to match your Geometry

Marinelli
Beakers

Rapidly produce calibrations for many usual shapes for which
source standards may not be readily available.
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Gas
Cell

Detector Characterization Process
20 kev

Performed on every *SOCS detector

13.0
12.5
12.0
11.5

NIST-traceable multi-energy sources

11.0
10.5
10.0

Counted at 7 locations

9.5
9.0
8.5
8.0

u Uses manufacturing data as

starting point
u Model is refined and validated by
sources
Validated MCNP model used to
extend the efficiency to other spatial
locations
u 0 mm to 500 m distance
u all directions ---------------u 10 keV - 7000 keV

Controlled process with rigorous
quality checking
Detector Characterization file used by
*SOCS software to create sample
efficiency

7.5

Ln(R, mm)

MCNP model of detector is generated

7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.00

1.57
Angle, radians

3.14
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Understanding your
Measurement Uncertainties
Detector Efficiency Response
u For a physical standard, consider:
• Accuracy of the source
• Calibration Measurement Uncertainties

u For ISOCS/LabSOCS, this is the Factory Detector Characterization
• High Accuracy & NIST traceable characterization sources
• Highly controlled measurement geometries
• Validated and extensively tested characterization process

Estimated uncertainties (%) for the 0D measurement
13.9

59.5

1408

Decay Yield

3.4

1.5

1.1

Source activity and per decay Yield

Peak Analysis

7.0

0.5

0.5

Peak analysis techniques and statistical precision

Geometrical

0.25

0.25

0.25

Source positioning

Electronic

1.0

1.0

1.0

Pileup treatment, thresholds, dead time, etc.

Simulation Precision

1.0

1.0

1.0

Monte Carlo Precision

Model Approx.

4.0

2.0

2.0

Accuracy of the MCNP model

Total Uncertainty

8.9

2.9

2.7
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Comment

Understanding your
Measurement Uncertainties
Detector Efficiency Response
Sample Geometry
u How well known are sample parameters
u Homogeneity of sample matrix

Fidelity of reference geometry to sample
u Inevitably, some assumptions are made

Ratio standard:sample

u How significant are the approximations?
1.4
1.3

standard=1.15g/cc
epoxy; sample =
water

1.2
1.1

standard=1.6g/cc
epoxy, sample
=1.3g/cc soil

1.0
0.9
0.8
10

100

1000

Energy [keV]
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10000

Variable Efficiency
Concentrations

Ø Define different materials and
densities
Ø Define different relative
concentrations

LabSOCS Complex Beaker Template
Higher Fidelity Reference Geometry -> Improved Accuracy
Can model contours in many common laboratory containers
u Flasks, bottles, Marinelli beakers, curved bottoms and walls…
u The user defines the container walls via a series of line segments, which

are then cylindrically rotated by the software

Can improve accuracy by 6-15% (depending on fill height) for
close geometries
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Variable Geometries
Routine Counting…
What about geometries that are similar, but not quite the same?
u Same container, but slightly different sample matrices or densities
u Same matrix, but slightly different fill heights
u Same sample, measured at different distances

Recognizing that usability is a large impediment to using the “most
accurate” model,
u Genie 2000 ISOCS ASF Step
u Apex-Gamma Variable Geometry
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Variable Geometry:
Genie 2000 – ISOCS ASF Step
“Efficiency Correction by ISOCS” Analysis option
u User identifies a Geometry Composer File
u ISOCS/LabSOCS Efficiencies are calculated during analysis, using the

energy values directly from peak centroid results (no interpolation
necessary)
u Can be saved into an Analysis Sequence File (ASF) for easier execution

ISOCS ASF Step also allows for a “Queried” parameter
u Prompts the user to provide a “variable” model dimension at run time
u No need to define different models for each geometry
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Variable Geometry
Apex-Gamma
u High Productivity Sample Counting Application
u Designed to minimize human errors & ensure data quality

Variable Geometry
u Allows a predefined parameter(s) to be identified during sample logging
u Range of possible values is constrained during setup
u Efficiency Calibration approval is based on the range of possible efficiency values
• The software calculates this and displays a minimum and maximum efficiency value for each energy

Variable Parameter

Benefit

Fill Height or Mass

Reduced time in preparing sample
to calibrated fill height or mass

Material list or
Density

For variable material composition

Source to Detector
Distance

For filters with variable activity
requiring variable distance from
detector

Other notable applications
Cascade Summing Correction
u Total Efficiency is calculated using LabSOCS
u Peak efficiency from either LabSOCS or standard efficiency calibration
u No need for additional measurement calibration (i.e., no Peak-to-Total)

Support for Well Detectors
u Efficiency Calibrations
u Cascade summing calibration
u Factory Characterizations

Expansion to 10 keV
Also for other detectors:
u “Generic” characterizations
u NaI, LaBr, CZT, etc
ISOCS/ LabSOCS - 15 November 2015 - p.26

Another Powerful Tool:
ISOCS Uncertainty Estimator
Generates hundreds of ISOCS models to generate
statistical data on your geometry
u Define uncertainty on geometric parameters
u Specify variable number of hot spots

CANBERRA

u Simulate multi detector measurements

CANBERRA

Calculate Total Measurement Uncertainties
Perform Sensitivity Analysis
Simulate Sampling Events and associated statistics
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u Detector Characterization
u Range of Templates
u Demonstration of a Geometry Definition

Additional Tools for Higher Accuracy
u Relative Activity Concentration
u Complex Beaker Template
u ISOCS Uncertainty Estimator
u Variable Geometry with Genie and Apex-Gamma
u Additional applications

Implementation
u Validation and Verification Documentation
u QA/QC needs
u Benchmarking to existing procedures
u Defining Measurement Uncertainty

Validation and Verification Documentation:
What Canberra can Provide
ISOCS Detector Characterization Report
u Unique to each detector characterization
u Provides comparison of validation measurements

to MCNP model and ISOCS results

Optional “ISOCS-VRFY” - Verification Measurements Report
u Compares specific detector characterization to set of NIST traceable

laboratory standards

ISOCS / LabSOCS V & V document – Comparison of a set of
ISOCS detector characterizations to 144 geometries
100+ Other technical papers
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QA/QC – ISOCS Check Source
Demonstrates direct comparison of
efficiency response at time of
characterization
Can be used for daily QA/QC checks to
monitor for detector efficiency changes
Highly reproducible measurement
Multi energy & Exempt Nuclides (Eu-154 &
Na-22)
Also, can be used to correct for the
characterization in the event of change in
detector efficiency response
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Benchmark to existing
procedures
Measure current source standards with ISOCS/LabSOCS
u Independently validates your detector characterization
u Good training exercise to familiarize with the application
u Validates the source standard container – useful if samples use same

container
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Benchmark to existing
procedures
Measure current source standards with ISOCS/LabSOCS
Develop a history of ISOCS/LabSOCS counts
u Perform sample counts with physical standard procedure, re-analyze with

ISOCS/LabSOCS
u Reanalyze previously collected samples with ISOCS/LabSOCS
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Benchmark to existing
procedures
Measure current source standards with ISOCS/LabSOCS
Develop a history of ISOCS/LabSOCS counts
Improve accuracy by supplementing with ISOCS/LabSOCS results
u Matrix corrections
u Cascade Summing Corrections

Extend beyond physical standards
u Phase out source-based efficiency counts when source standard expires
u Maintain traceability by strong QA/QC records on efficiency check source
u Utilize other geometries not supported by physical standards

Understand the geometric uncertainties
u Sensitivity analysis -> Identify which dimensions are the most significant
u Run multiple models and bound the possible efficiency/activity range
u Use ISOCS Uncertainty Estimator for TMU
ISOCS/ LabSOCS - 15 November 2015 - p.33

Thankyou
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Additional Slides

Total Measurement Uncertainties

ISOCS Auditing Considerations – James Cocks – 11September 2012 - p.36

IUE
ISOCS Uncertainty Estimator
Sensitivity Analyses : varying multiple parameters
simultaneously
u Enter parameters with upper and lower limits (e.g. wall thickness,

density)
u Interative analysis building multiple models to determine the impact of

variable parameters
u Calculates the sensitivity of the parameters on the TMU
u You know which parameters are important for minimizing your TMU

Robust Treatment of Total Measurement Uncertainties
u TMU accounts for specified uncertainty in the parameters in the model
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Understanding the Geometric
Uncertainties
Sample container of soil
Injection molded sample container
Container diameter and height and wall
thickness well known
Concave bottom with +/- 2 mm variation
Soil composition
u
u
u

Sensitivity analysis results
Soil – 50%
Sand – 25%

Variable

Soil+Veg – 25%

Normal soil 50% of drums
u
Sand 25% of drums
Soil + Humus 25% of drums
Single calibration used for all

Density varies between 1.1 and 1.4 g/cc
100 g always used, therefore fill height
varies +/- 14%

Sensitivity analysis -> Identify which
dimensions are the most significant

% var at
60 keV

% var at
1001 keV

Container bottom
curvature

+7

-7

+9

-8

Sample fill height

+ 13

-7

+ 10

-6

Sample density

+9

-5

+9

-8

Sample
composition

+7

-0

+0

-0

Uncertainty analysis results for
laboratory sample
Variable

95% CL
at 60 keV

95% CL
at 1001 keV

Run multiple models and bound the
possible efficiency/activity range

All items
variable

13%

9%

6%

3%

Use ISOCS Uncertainty Estimator for TMU

Density and
sample height
fixed, all other
items variable
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IUE Example
Box Uncertainty Analysis
Variables:
Uncertainty analysis results
for 2 m3 box

u Box Dimensions – from

manufacturing tolerance
• Depth & Height 99-101cm
• Width 198-202cm
• Wall 2-4mm steel

u Contents
•
•
•
•
•

70-100 cm fill height
480-960 Kg weight
Steel 20% of time
Wood 40%
50-50 steel-wood 40%

Variable
parameters

sd at 60 keV

sd at 1001

All items on left

88 %

12 %

If accurately
measure wall
thickness

68 %

11 %

If also determine
density

67 %

8%

u Detector placement
• 90–110 cm from box
• 40-60 cm from ground
• Aimed at center +/- 10cm

Steel 20%
Wood and Steel 40%
Wood 40%

density
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CANBERRA

How to Quantify your Geometry
Uncertainty
Run multiple geometries and compare the results
i.e., the “Source Standard” and the Sample
u Repeat analysis with ISOCS ASF Step
u APEX-Gamma Variable Geometry in Data Review
u ISOCS Uncertainty Estimator (will create a statistical

population of models)

Use LACE (Line Activity Correction Evaluator)
u Compares empirical results to expected results from the

model

1. Change the variable
parameter value in
Sample Info

2. Re-Analyze
3. Compare Activities

Gamma Spectroscopy – A Mature Field?– 15 November 2015 - p.40

Validating your Calibration
using LACE
Line Activity Correlation Evaluator (LACE) is a post-NID
analysis step
Exploits a fundamental rule of nuclear measurement – that the
activity of all lines within a nuclide should be consistent.
The line activities (normalised to the average or key line) can
be plotted against energy
u To check for consistency
u Provides information to feed back into calibration model J
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ρ

Cal Low (0.575 g/cc)

LACE Results

Nominal (1.15 g/cc)

Cal High (2.30
g/cc)
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Additional Justification

“Unbroken Chain with Stated
Uncertainties”
Detector Factory
Characterization

with NIST traceable sources &
justifiable uncertainties

Optional Verification
Measurements

verification with
common lab geometries

ISOCS Check Source
Measurements during Install

to prove no change
since characterization

Customer
QA/QC Program

to prove ongoing
detector stability

U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.21

Section 4.5 – Calibration of Laboratory Equipment and Radiation Monitors
“The use of NIST-traceable sources combined with mathematical efficiency
calibrations may be applied to instrumentation used for radiochemical analysis
(e.g., gamma spectroscopy systems) if employing a method provided by the
instrument manufacturer.”

From the ASTM sub-committee c26.10 NDA Techniques…

C1726M-10 – Standard Guide for
Use of Modeling on Passive Gamma
Measurements:
u “Applicable to assay of containers for which representative certified standards
are not available.”
u “Can be applied to In-Situ or Laboratory Measurements”
u “Assist in demonstrating regulatory compliance in nuclear safeguards, waste
disposal, inventory, D & D.”

Including discussion on ISOCS methodology…
ASTM C1726 / C1726M-10, Standard Guide for Use of Modeling for Passive Gamma
Measurements, ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA, 2010, www.astm.org
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ORTEC Modeling Applications
• ISOTOPIC
– Large Containers for Waste Assay
– Defined Area for Soil Measurements
– Boxes, Drums, Piping, Walls

• ANGLE
– Small Containers for Lab Measurements
– Cylinder Bottles, Marinellis, Disks

• Similar Principle
– “Efficiency Transfer” - Measured Reference Efficiency
Extrapolated to other Container, Position, and/or material
– No Factory Detector Characterization Required
– Traceable to Reference Calibration
– Total Uncertainty can be estimated
www.ortec-online.com
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ISOTOPIC
An integrated, practical
solution for radioactive waste
assay and characterization
applications.
Applicability:
• Boxes, Drums, Pipes or
Surfaces (collimated
detector)
• Close Geometry small
containers (e.g. bottle onendcap)
• Wide Area Assay of Soils
and Surface

www.ametek.com

Confidential and Proprietary
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ANGLE Overview
Efficiency extrapolation
for common counting lab
measurements based on
Detector, Container,
Geometry, and Source
modeling.
Applicability:
• Point Source
• Paper/Charcoal Filter
• Bottles
• Marinellis

www.ortec-online.com
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New Features in ANGLE Version 4
Coming Soon
Ø Multi-Language Support
Ø NaI Detector support (Cylinder & Well)
Ø Reference Efficiency Curve fit with up to six order polynomial functions in
unlimited energy regions for high accuracy energy/efficiency output files.
Ø Command Line parameters & XML File Format for automation
Ø Geometry Correction (GEO) for use directly in GammaVision
Retains Traceability to Reference Calibration & Uncertainty Propagation
Ø Output Report for validation, review, and record retention

www.ortec-online.com
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ANGLE Detector Modeling
Detector Characteristics
• Type/Configuration
(incl. well)
• Dimensions
• Material (HPGe & NaI)
• End Cap/Housing

www.ortec-online.com

Confidential and Proprietary
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ANGLE Container Modeling
Container Characteristics
• Type/Configuration
(Cylinder/Marinelli)
• Dimensions
• Material
• Coatings

www.ortec-online.com

Confidential and Proprietary
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ANGLE Geometry Modeling
Sample Holder
Characteristics
• Dimensions
• Material
• Additional Absorbing
Layers

www.ortec-online.com

Confidential and Proprietary
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ANGLE Source Modeling
Source Characteristics
• Dimensions
(i.e. fill height)
• Material

www.ortec-online.com
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ANGLE Reference Efficiency
Reference Efficiency
Characteristics
• Energy/Efficiency Pairs
• Ref. Detector
• Ref. Container
• Ref. Geometry
• Ref. Source
• Fitting algorithms

www.ortec-online.com

Confidential and Proprietary
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ANGLE Calculated Efficiency
Calculated Efficiency
Characteristics
• Reference Efficiency
• Modeled Detector
• Modeled Container
• Modeled Geometry
• Modeled Source
• Modeled
Energy/Efficiency Pairs

www.ortec-online.com
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ANGLE Modeled Efficiency in GammaVision
Geometry Correction Method (Preferred)
• Calculate Reference to Modeled
Efficiency Ratios
• Apply correction to peak activity
calculations
• Uncertainty of Reference Efficiency is
retained
• Propagate Uncertainty of Modeled
Efficiency in Total
Alternate Method is to fit Modeled
Efficiency in Calibration process with
some loss in traceability/uncertainty.
Note: Geometry correction is also useful for known activity in different configurations!
www.ortec-online.com
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GammaVision Analysis with Geometry
Correction Applied
47mm Filter @ 1 inch “Measured” Analysis Results…

47mm Filter @ 4 inch “Modeled” Analysis Results…

www.ortec-online.com

~5% Total Uncertainty

~11% Total Uncertainty
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Modeled Comparison Results
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Modeled Comparison Results
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Modeled Comparison Results
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Modeled Comparison Results

www.ortec-online.com
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Modeling is capable of producing excellent results, but…
Ø Calculated Efficiency Calibrations are subject to the same Quality Control
Practice as Measured Efficiency Calibrations for Laboratory Measurements
– Garbage In = Garbage Out
– Independent Efficiency Verification by measurement validates the calibration
(regardless of the calibration method – i.e. measured or modeled).
– Verifying only the model inputs does not necessarily provide assurance of the
output. Small differences in source position, container and source
material/density, can create more error than you may think!
– Bias can be minimized in Angle by using Reference Calibrations similar to those
being modeled (i.e. in terms of positioning, container, etc.) – particularly when
cascade summing is a concern for close proximity geometries.

Ø Don’t confuse Bias and Uncertainty!
– Identify Bias by Verification Measurements and adjust/correct the model to
minimize unnecessary bias.
– Uncertainty can be reasonably estimated by actual measurements.
– Estimating the uncertainty of each input in a model may be the only option in
some cases (i.e. large containers)
– Using unnecessarily high uncertainty estimates to hide the bias or “cover the
spread” can work against you in many applications!
www.ortec-online.com
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Traceability and calibration
γ-spectrometry
Calibration
and
Efficiency Corrections – Moving Beyond
Physical Standards?
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National Physical Laboratory, UK
RRMC Workshop on γ-spectrometry
Sheraton Iowa City, 26th October 2015)
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What are we trying to do
§ Site operators and owners

- Operate functioning nuclear sites

- Decontaminate and remediate legacy sites

§ Measurement service providers

- Measure an increasing range of radionuclides

- Materials encountered vary widely in composition

- Geometries are often irregular

- Remain competitive in a poor funding climate

§ Detector system manufacturers

- Provide good measurement solutions to site operators

- Remain competitive in a poor funding climate

- Sell detectors, electronics, software &c

What are we trying to do
§ Regulators

- Protect the populace and the environment

- Ensure compliance with site licencing

- Ensure statutory requirements are met at state and federal levels

- Therefore data used has to be reliable

§ Metrology institutes

- Provide measurement infrastructure nationally

- Provide traceability routes for measurement service providers

- Sell measurement standards/support SSLs

§ Standards organisations

- Support compliance with national and international standards (eg
ISO 17025:2005)
- Represent national interests of the above

Outcome
§ Several different stakeholders

- All have broadly similar interests
Service provision
Measurement best practice
Ensuring value for money

- Various areas specific to smaller numbers of stakeholders

Measurements by γ-spectrometry
§ New modes of detectors

- For example: Lanthanum
bromide detectors
- More practical in the field

- Relatively poor resolution
compared to HPGe

- Spectrum analysis
challenging

- Full
spectrum
(matrix maths)

more

analysis

Measurements by γ-spectrometry
§ Straightforward,
nondestructive measurement
- Simple geometries (cylindrical)

- Highly specific

- Can be automated

- Process many samples reasonably
quickly

- Operator understanding of the
spectrum analysis process may be
limited

Full spectrum analysis
§ Look at regions, rather than peaks

- Full spectrum analysis an absolute energy calibration isn’t
necessary as long as all the spectra are calibrated relative to each
other.

- Assumption that combined unknown spectrum is a direct
superposition of fundamental spectra of the component elements.

- Spectrum as outputted from an MCA analyser and produce a 1D
array, where each element corresponds to a channel, then the target
NORM spectrum should be the weighted sum of the arrays for the
spectra of the component isotopes. This is expressed by the
following equation:
𝑛𝑛1𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛1 ⋯ 𝑛𝑛1𝑗𝑗 𝑎𝑎1
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In reality…
§ Calibration is complicated by several factors
- Geometry

These can proliferate hugely
Need to address ‘non standard’ geometries

- Nuclides

There are lots of them!
Many exhibit cascade summing
Many have never been standardised
Suitably evaluated data must be used…doesn’t necessarily exist for all
2500+ radionuclides

- Matrices/composition

Again, these vary widely
May not be consistent throughout a sampling campaign

More reality
§ Calibration standards are limited

- Very few single line γ-emitters that do not exhibit cascade summing
241Am, 109Cd, 57Co, 139Ce, 51Cr, 113Sn, 85Sr, 137Cs, 54Mn, 65Zn, 60Co, 88Y

- Other standardised γ-emitters are available
Expensive to purchase all that are needed

- Mostly liquids

§ Certified reference materials are also limited
- NIST reference standards

- IAEA reference materials

Expensive and time consuming to make and validate

§ Spiked reference materials
- Can be made

Expensive and time consuming to make and validate
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http://www.canberra.com/about/profile.asp

§ ‘Measurement Solutions for Nuclear Safety, Security and the
Environment’

- CANBERRA, an AREVA Company, has been serving the nuclear
community for over four decades. The company is the leading
provider of innovative and cost-effective nuclear measurement
solutions used to maintain safety of personnel, assess the health of
nuclear facilities and safeguard the public and the environment.
CANBERRA operates production and engineering facilities
worldwide. Our 1000+ employees are all focused on bringing the
very best nuclear technology to your operation.
- We strive to be recognized by our customers for consistently
exceeding their expectations.

http://www.canberra.com/products/insitu_systems/isocs.asp

§ ISOCS and LABSOCS

- For in situ measurements, the ISOCS™ system has become the most
widely accepted measurement tool in the world. The ISOCS system
is commonly used to measure contaminated materials and areas,
both in place or after removal from the facilities. It is also used for
final status measurements to allow release of areas for general use,
or general demolition activities.

- ISOCS Calibration Software brings a new level capabilities to γ
sample assay by eliminating the need for traditional calibration
sources during the efficiency calibration process. By combining
the detector characterization produced by the MCNP modelling
code, mathematical geometry templates, and a few physical sample
parameters, the ISOCS Calibration Software gives you the ability to
produce accurate qualitative and quantitative γ assays of most any
sample type and size…

http://www.ortec-online.com/aboutus/index.aspx

Title
§ ‘Nuclear Industry and Environmental Protection’

- ORTEC is an industry leader in the design and manufacture of
precision detectors, nuclear instrumentation, analysis software, and
systems for industry, academia, and government agencies. The
ORTEC product line includes High Purity Germanium radiation
detectors and analysis equipment for Homeland Security, Nuclear
Counting Labs, Health Physics, Scientific Research, Safeguards,
Waste Assay and Non Destructive Assay applications.
- As a global manufacturer, ORTEC brand products are used in a wide
variety of nuclear measurements from research to applied systems
including homeland security applications. ORTEC specializes in the
design and fabrication of turn-key spectroscopy systems.

http://www.ortec-online.com/Products-Solutions/Gamma-Spectroscopy-Systems-Software.aspx

Title
§ ANGLE 3

- Advanced Efficiency
Germanium Detectors

Calibration

Software

for

High

Purity

- Calculates the efficiencies of HPGe radiation detectors using the
semi-empirical "efficiency transfer" (ET) approach. Any detector
can be characterized and all γ spectrometry systems in a lab can be
supported simultaneously. ET combines advantages of both relative
and absolute (Monte Carlo) methods, while minimizing their
drawbacks. There is no need for expensive return-to-factory
detector characterization, calibration is transparent and fully
controlled by the user…

- Calibrate all your gamma-spectrometry systems with one software
tool!

- Geometrically identical standards no longer required!

Broadly speaking…
§ Software routines and Monte Carlo modelling employed
- Eliminate needs for calibration standards in the laboratory
(to varying degrees)

- Easy to operate

- Enable the measurement of a wide variety of materials
Oddly shaped things
Non-aqueous matrices
Extended geometries
In situ measurements
And so on….

§ Wonderful – we can attack previously insoluble problems!

- It would be foolish to view either software package as anything
other than an advance in measurement in the real world

- Note:

Not comparing their attributes, what they do nor how
they can be applied
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Traceability
§ Definition (International vocabulary of metrology — Basic
and general concepts and associated terms: Clause 2.41
(Metrological Traceability))
- “Property of a measurement result whereby the result can be
related to a reference through a documented unbroken chain of
calibrations, each contributing to the measurement uncertainty.”

For this definition, a ‘reference’ can be a definition of a measurement
unit through its practical realisation, or a measurement procedure
including the measurement unit for a non-ordinal quantity, or a
measurement standard

§ Additional requirements are a part of ISO 17025:2005

ISO 17025:2005 - validation
§ Method validation:

(Section 5.4)

- Validation is the confirmation by examination and the provision of
objective evidence that the particular requirements for a specific
intended use are fulfilled.

- The laboratory shall validate non-standard methods, laboratorydesigned/developed methods, standard methods used outside their
intended scope, and amplifications and modifications of standard
methods to confirm that the methods are fit for the intended use.
The validation shall be as extensive as is necessary to meet the
needs of the given application or field of application. The laboratory
shall record the results obtained, the procedure used for the
validation, and a statement as to whether the method is fit for the
intended use.

ISO 17025:2005 – software
§ Control of data (5.4.7)

- Calculations and data transfers shall be subject to appropriate
checks in a systematic manner.

- When computers or automated equipment are used for the
acquisition, processing, recording, reporting, storage or retrieval of
test or calibration data, the laboratory shall ensure that:
§ computer software developed by the user is documented in
sufficient detail and is suitably validated as being adequate for use;
§ procedures are established and implemented for protecting the data…;
§ computers and automated equipment are maintained to ensure proper
functioning…maintain the integrity of test and calibration data.

Commercial off-the-shelf software (e.g. word processing, database and
statistical programmes) in general use within their designed application
range may be considered to be sufficiently validated. However,
laboratory software configuration/modifications should be
validated as above

ISO 17025:2005 – equipment
§ Equipment:

(Section 5.5)

- Equipment and its software used for testing, calibration and
sampling shall be capable of achieving the accuracy required and
shall comply with specifications relevant to the tests and/or
calibrations concerned. Calibration programmes shall be
established for key quantities or values of the instruments
where these properties have a significant effect on the results.
Before being placed into service, equipment (including that used for
sampling) shall be calibrated or checked to establish that it meets
the laboratory's specification requirements and complies with the
relevant standard specifications. It shall be checked and/or
calibrated before use.

ISO 17025:2005 – traceability
§ Traceability:

(Section 5.6)

- All equipment used for tests and/or calibrations, including
equipment for subsidiary measurements (e.g. for environmental
conditions) having a significant effect on the accuracy or validity of
the result of the test, calibration or sampling shall be calibrated
before being put into service. The laboratory shall have an
established programme and procedure for the calibration of its
equipment.
Such a programme should include a system for selecting, using,
calibrating, checking, controlling and maintaining measurement
standards, reference materials used as measurement standards, and
measuring and test equipment used to perform tests and calibrations.

Traceability to SI units of measurement may be achieved by reference
to an appropriate primary standard or by reference to a natural
constant, the value of which in terms of the relevant SI unit is known and
recommended by the General Conference of Weights and Measures and
the International Committee for Weights and Measures.

ISO 17025:2005 – Q/A
§ Quality assurance:

(Section 5.9)

- The laboratory shall have quality control procedures for monitoring
the validity of tests and calibrations undertaken. The resulting data
shall be recorded in such a way that trends are detectable and,
where practicable, statistical techniques shall be applied to the
reviewing of the results. This monitoring shall be planned and
reviewed and may include, but not be limited to, the following:

§ regular use of certified reference materials and/or internal quality
control using secondary reference materials;
§ participation in interlaboratory comparison or proficiency-testing
programmes;
§ replicate tests or calibrations using the same or different methods;
§ retesting or recalibration of retained items;
§ correlation of results for different characteristics of an item.

Implications
§ It is clear what is meant by traceability
- Reference standards are needed

§ ISO 17025:2005 is similarly clear

- Validation, calibration, traceability, calibration and quality control
requirements are clearly stated

§ Other international standards are also relevant...eg…
- ISO 10703:2007 –

Gamma spectrometry

- ISO 7870-2:2013 –

Shewhart control charts

…update this year

- ISO 11929:2010 –
…and so on

§ But….

Detection limits

Summarising….
§ Manufacturers

- Extremely useful software to cover a wide variety of situations

- Eliminates the need for standards?

§ Metrologists

- Maintain and extend measurement infrastructure (nationally)
- Compliance
with
(internationally)

mutual

recognition

arrangements

- May want to market standards and reference materials

§ Standards organisations

- Lay down internationally agreed quality standards

- Nationally, deliver through accreditation
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Mutually exclusive set of needs?
§ Conflicts

- Needs for demonstrated traceability

- Elimination for the needs for calibration standards

- Validation of methods

- Acceptance of third party software

- Referring sample measurements to calibration measurement

- Reliance on (complex) software to generate calibration curves

Geometry
§ Validation of differing geometries

- Easy to prepare (for example) cylindrical calibration sources as
liquids

- Therefore other geometries can also be prepared

- Validation can proceed on this basis

§ Needs to be done by the laboratory

- Maintain calibration and validation records

- Devise system of measurements for intermediate checks

§ Does need some radioactivity sources
- Can be kept to a minimum

Composition
§ Validation of differing sample compositions

- Some, but not many, non-aqueous standards and CRMs exist

- May be prepared in house

- Use of (for example) heavy salt loaded solvents
- Validation can proceed on this basis

§ Needs to be done by the laboratory

- Maintain calibration and validation records

- Devise system of measurements for intermediate checks

§ Does need some radioactivity sources
- Can be kept to a minimum

Conflicts resolved?
§ Conflicts

- Needs for demonstrated traceability

- Elimination for the needs for calibration standards

Difficult to escape the need for a physical standard
Can be kept to a minimum (after all, the samples are radioactive!)

- Validation of methods

- Acceptance of third party software

Have to accept that manufacturers do a good job – not being questioned
Acquisition of any item, including software, requires acceptance testing –
minimise with the with planning

- Referring sample measurements to calibration measurement

- Reliance on (complex) software to generate calibration curves
Difficult to escape the need for a physical standard
Can be kept to a minimum

In situ measurements
§ Difficult to achieve without modelling (in fact, close to
impossible)
- What are the DQOs – especially for traceability and uncertainty?

An mass of material in situ cannot really have a traceable calibration
standard!
Sampling requires a plan to ensure representative samples are obtained

§ Conclusion:

- This problem can only be realistically addressed with Monte Carlo
techniques

Quality control
§ ISO 17025:2005 lays out a set of actions:

- regular use of certified reference materials and/or internal quality
control using secondary reference materials;

- participation in interlaboratory comparison or proficiency-testing
programmes;

- replicate tests or calibrations using the same or different methods;

- retesting or recalibration of retained items;

- correlation of results for different characteristics of an item

§ Essential to ensure measurement processes are in control

§ But….

- Traceability of measurement is NOT derived from these actions

Decay data – a plea
§ Top level, evaluated data set:

- Decay Data Evaluation Project (DDEP)
- 218 nuclides

- Supported, evaluated and recommended by all NMIs
http://www.nucleide.org/DDEP_WG/DDEPdata.htm

§ If it isn’t there, then

- Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF)

- Everything else

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/ensdf/
http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat2/

§ Please use them!

Scope
§ The nature of the problem
§ Manufacturers solutions
§ Traceability and ISO

§ Is there a solution?
§ Conclusions

To conclude
§ Measurement challenges are many and varied – especially
in situ measurements

§ International quality standards require traceability to be
demonstrated

§ There are not enough suitable reference standards or
certified reference materials

§ Monte Carlo modelling provides an advance in solving the
measurement of difficult geometries and matrices

§ There is no ‘complete’ answer

§ There problems can be solved using traditional and Monte
Carlo techniques

Thank you.
Any questions?

